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Witty, one-of-a-kind imaginative cupcake designs using candies from the local convenience store.

America's favorite food photography team, responsible for the covers of America's top magazines,

shows how to create funny, scary, and sophisticated masterpieces, using a zipper lock bag and

common candies and snack items. With these easy-to-follow techniques, even the most

kitchen-challenged cooks can:â€¢ raise a big-top circus cupcake tier for a kid's birthdayâ€¢ plant

candy vegetables on Oreo earth cupcakes for a garden partyâ€¢ trot out a line of confectionery

"pupcakes" for a dog fancierâ€¢ serve sausage and pepperoni pizza cupcakes for April Fool's

Dayâ€¢ bewitch trick-or-treaters with chilly ghost chocolate cupcakesâ€¢ create holidays on icing

with turkey cupcake place cards, a white cupcake Christmas wreath, and Easter egg cupcakesNo

baking skills or fancy pastry equipment is required. Spotting the familiar items in the hundreds of

brilliant photos is at least half the fun.
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SUGAR ALERT: I will be fawning and tripping all over in talking about this book!If you are a closet

cake-decorator but you don't feel up in the ranks of Duff or Colette or Martha, then grab this book

and hold on to your socks, because Karen Tack and Alan Richardson will take you on a fabulous

decorating ride!!Wow, wow, and WOW! This veritable encyclopedia of "mini-cake" decorating is so

fun and easy that there is absolutely no excuse for anyone to lament "they can't". With the use of

food items found anywhere, you will be making the cutest, and most impressive cupcake creations

you can possibly think of, and Karen and Alan will make you legendary to boot!This team of talent

has come up with extremely amazing and irresistable cupcakes like giraffes, Van Gogh paintings,



clowns, aquariums, etc that will all fit on top of a little poof of cake batter.The book size itself is large

with big print which lends itself to the purpose of the photographic detail that is so big, sharp, and

clear, there is no doubt or question on sequence or step. Karen Tack is the recipe creator and food

stylist and Alan Richardson is the text writer and photographer; both are brilliant and incredibly

talented individuals, so as a team, they are a match made in cupcake heaven.The

Acknowledgement page was itself fun and relaxed, not something plodded through; you can tell it

was done with real gratitude and thought, which is part of the overall charm of how this book was

put together.There are 8 chapters between the "Introduction" and the "Sources"; got those socks

gripped?........
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